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Welcome to the 35th edition of the Centre for Comparative
Constitutional Studies newsletter, a guide to news and events at the
Centre and a spotlight for commentary on issues in constitutional law,
nationally and globally.

For the latest most up to date news, follow us on twitter or online
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCCS: @cccsmelbourne
Adrienne Stone: @stone_adrienne
Cheryl Saunders: @cherylsaunders1
Scott Stephenson: @s_m_stephenson
William Partlett: @WPartlett
Jeremy Gans: @jeremy_gans

•

Our website: law.unimelb.edu.au/cccs

•

Centre members also blog at Opinions on         
High: blogs.unimelb.edu.au/opinionsonhigh/

•

The IACL Blog: iacl-aidc-blog.org

Co-Directors’ Report
Although we might expect the summer months to be a quieter
time for CCCS members, the Centre has already seen a flurry
of activity in the first quarter of 2017. In this our first Report as
Co-Directors of the CCCS, we’d like to draw attention to some
of the highlights.
New Members
2017 saw the arrival of several new postdoctoral fellows
attached to the CCCS. As foreshadowed in our December 2016
newsletter, Dr Stijn Smet has now joined us as a post-doctoral
fellow associated with Adrienne Stone’s ARC Laureate Project
in Constitutional Law. We also welcome the new Melbourne
Law School Postdoctoral Fellow, Dr Tom Daly, who comes
to us from the Edinburgh Centre for Constitutional Law at
Edinburgh Law School, and who will work closely with the
Constitution Transformation Network (ConTransNet) in his
research on constitutional decay.
Visitors
The first weeks of the 2017 academic year have also seen us
welcome and benefit from the presence of a number of short
and longer term visitors to the Centre. Associate Professor Iddo
Porat (College of Law and Business, Israel), who specialises in
Israeli and comparative constitutional law and legal theory with
special expertise in proportionality reasoning, will spend over a
year with us, and has already become an energetic contributor
to the life of the Centre. Professor Alan Page (Dundee) resided
with us for the month of March, and gave us the privilege of
‘real time’ insight into the possible implications of Brexit for
Scotland as events started to unfold on that landscape. Our
engagement with the public law questions associated with the
commencement of the Trump administration in the United
States was enriched by a presentation from Professor Peter
Strauss (Columbia) in the CCCS Seminar Series, where we also
benefitted from a discussion with Madame Justice Julie Dutil
(Court of Appeal of Quebec) about the concept of ‘bijuralism’
in Canada.

national news media). CCCS made a Submission to the Joint
Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights which was much
referred to in the Committee’s report.
We were also delighted to learn of the stellar success of CCCS
Research Assistants Joshua Quinn-Watson, Luke Chircop and
Anna Saunders in the Commonwealth Moot (see page 1). Our
gratitude and congratulations go to Joshua, Luke and Anna
for their wonderful achievement in bringing home a title that
Australia has not held for a decade
Finally, we invite all of our readers to enjoy our Constitutional
Law Update, which in this edition includes summaries of
the legal challenge to President Trump’s now well-known 27
January 2017 executive order (Washington v Trump), as well
as the much awaited decision of the UK Supreme Court in R
(Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union.
We hope to see you at a CCCS event soon and especially hope
to see you at our 2017 CCCS Conference in July.

Professor Adrienne Stone

Associate Professor Kristen Rundle

CCCS 2017 Conference
Elsewhere in this newsletter we provide details of the full
program of CCCS 2017 Conference, to be held at Melbourne
Law School on 21 July 2017. Co-convened by Adrienne
Stone and Scott Stephenson, the conference promises to
be an exceptional event with high profile speakers drawn
from academia and the profession poised to discuss issues
ranging from the scope of non-statutory executive power
to proportionality reasoning to the questions raised by
retrospective legislation. Registration for the conference is now
open: see details on page 7 or on the Conference website.
The public law issues of the day are very much part of life at
CCCS. Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975
(Cth) has been occupying our time (along with much of the
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Commonwealth Moot
of action relating to bribery and corruption in a cross-border
transaction, as well as choice of law and public law elements. It
took place in a court with jurisdiction equivalent to the UK’s
Commercial Court.
The team emerged as first seed after the general rounds, beat
Canada in the semi-final and beat India in the grand final. The
final was judged by Chief Justice Archie of the Supreme Court
of Trinidad and Tobago, Justice Arach-Amako of the Supreme
Court of Uganda, and Mr Wesley Wong SC, the SolicitorGeneral of Hong Kong. The decision in favour of Australia
was unanimous.
Josh Quinn-Watson was named best mooter in the general
rounds, and best mooter in the final. Luke Chircop was the
second ranked mooter in the general rounds.

The CCCS conveys its enthusiastic congratulations to CCCS
research assistants Joshua Quinn-Watson, Luke Chircop and
Anna Saunders who recently won the 15th Commonwealth
Moot. They represented Australia in the competition and
secured Australia the Commonwealth Shield for the first time
since 2007.

Between them, this was the 13th time that the trio have
represented Melbourne Law School at an external moot, either
as competitors or coaches. The team said that mooting has
had an enormous impact on their experience of the JD and
they were delighted to have one last chance to represent MLS
before they graduate this year.

The prestigious Commonwealth Moot is an initiative of the
Commonwealth Legal Education Association (CLEA) and the
Commonwealth Lawyers Association (CLA). This year the
Commonwealth Moot was held in Melbourne in conjunction
with the 20th Commonwealth Law Conference.
Teams representing regions across the world including
the United Kingdom, North America, Asia and Africa
were nominated to compete on an ‘invite only’ basis. Most
invited teams won entry by winning large regional mooting
competitions such as the United Kingdom’s National Mooting
Competition, Canada’s Gale Cup, and the All Africa Human
Rights Moot Competition. The moot was judged by senior
judges and advocates from throughout the Commonwealth.
The moot problem involved equitable and common law causes
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Centre Update
Adrienne Stone, Co-director
Presentations
Presented a seminar with the Hon. Justice Julie Dutil on
‘Proportionality in Public Law: Canadian and Australian
Perspectives’ at the Federal Court of Australia on 27 March
2017.
Participated in a Workshop in Honour of Professor Tom
Campbell at the Julius Stone Institute, University of Sydney
on 9 February 2017.
Publications
Katharine Gelber and Adrienne Stone, ‘Constitutions,
Gender and Freedom of Expression: The Legal Regulation
of Pornography’, Research Handbook on Gender and
Constitutions, Helen Irving (eds), Forthcoming;
University of Melbourne Legal Studies Research Paper
No. 744 available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=2795432
Submissions to Parliamentary Inquiry
CCCS Submission to the Parliamentary Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Human rights  Inquiry into Freedom
of Speech (with Dr Coel Kirkby, Joshua Quinn-Watson and
Anna Saunders) on 23 December 2016: http://law.unimelb.
edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/2248619/2016.dec.23.
CCCS-Submission-copy.pdf
Appeared before the Parliamentary Joint Committee
on Human Rights on 31 January 2017. Report of the
Committee available here: http://www.aph.gov.au/
Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Human_
Rights_inquiries/FreedomspeechAustralia/Report

Kristen Rundle, Co-director
Presentations

Affiliations
Appointed to the Board of Trustees, Lionel Murphy
Foundation, December 2016.

Cheryl Saunders AO, Foundation Director
Publications
Cheryl Saunders, ‘The Meanings of Concurrency’, in
Nico Steytler (ed), Concurrent Powers in Federal Systems:
Meaning, Making, Managing (Brill/Nijhoff, 2017) 12-31
Cheryl Saunders, ‘Executive Power in Federations’ in
17 Jus Politicum (2017), Thinking about Federalism(s):
Beyond the United States Experience, available at:
http://juspoliticum.com/article/Executive-Power-inFederations-1126.html
Presentations
Delivered the Kwa Geok Choo public lecture on ‘National
Constitutions in a Transnational Age’ at the Law School,
National University of Singapore, as Kwa Geok Choo Distinguished Visitor, 9 February 2017
Taught a subject on Global Comparative Constitutional
Law at the Law School, National University of Singapore,
30 January-17 February 2017
Participated as a Member of the International Advisory
Panel, Law School, National University of Singapore, 13-15
March 2017
Delivered a paper on ‘Federalism and Bicameralism’ at a
conference on Canadian Federalism and its Future: Actors
and Institutions, Montreal, Quebec City, 23-24 March 2017
MLM Teaching
Taught ‘Public Law and Private Law’ with Jason Varuhas
from 1-7 March 2017

Chaired, ‘The Changing Face of Judicial Review: A UKAustralia Comparison’, MLS-Federal Court Australia
‘Judges in Conversation’ series, Federal Court Melbourne
Registry, 28 March 2017.
Commentator to Dr Lisa Burton Crawford (Monash),
‘Judicial Review and the Limits of Legislative Power’, MLS
Legal Theory Workshop, 24 March 2017.
Participated in a Workshop in Honour of Professor Tom
Campbell at the Julius Stone Institute, University of Sydney
on 9 February 2017.
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Centre Members
Alison Duxbury
Presentations
Book launch of co-edited book (with Matthew Groves),
Military Justice in the Modern Age (Cambridge University
Press, 2016) was launched by Major General Ian
Westwood AM on 11 November 2016.
Anna Dziedzic
Publications
Anna Dziedzic, ‘From Paper to Lived Reality: GenderResponsive Constitutional Implementation’, International
IDEA Discussion Paper 20/2016 http://www.idea.int/
publications/catalogue/paper-lived-reality-genderresponsive-constitutional-implementation
Anna Dziedzic (with Cheryl Saunders), ‘The Meanings of
Concurrency’ in Nico Steytler (ed), Concurrent Powers in
Federal Systems: Meaning, Making, Managing (Brill, 2017)
Beth Gaze
Publications
Beth Gaze and Belinda Smith, Equality and Discrimination
Law in Australia: An Introduction (Cambridge University
Press, 2017)
Pip Nicholson
Presentations
Co-hosted The Death Penalty in Coparative Perspective:
Regional Laws and Practice Conference, a DFAT funded
Conference at Ho Chi Minh City University of Law,
Vietnam on 5 March 2017
Presented ‘Death Penalty in Asia: An Overview’, at The
Death Penalty in Coparative Perspective: Regional Laws and
Practice Conference, at Ho Chi Minh City University of
Law, Vietnam on 5 March 2017
Co-chaired sessions on ‘Death Penalty Abolition in
Vietnam: Possibilities’ and ‘Challenges and Judicial
Discretion and Death Penalty Reform in China: Drug
Transportation and Homicide as Exemplars of Two
Reform Paths’ at The Death Penalty in Coparative
Perspective: Regional Laws and Practice Conference, at Ho
Chi Minh City University of Law, Vietnam on 5 March
2017
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William Partlett
Publications
William Partlett, ‘Understanding the Origins of Russia’s
Constitutional Solution to the Syrian Conflict’, Constitution
Net. http://www.constitutionnet.org/news/understandingorigins-russias-constitutional-solution-syrian-conflict
William Partlett, ‘The American Tradition of Constituent
Power’ was accepted for publication by the International
Journal of Constitutional Law.
Dale Smith
Publications
Dale Smith, ‘A New Type of Convention? Some Remarks
on Bruno Celano’s Pre-Conventions’ (2016), 30 Revus 6976
Book Review:
Kenneth M. Ehrenberg, ‘The Functions of Law’(2017)
36(2) Law and Philosophy 215-223
Jason Varuhas
Publications
Book:
Mark Elliott and Jason N E Varuhas, Administrative Law
(5th edn, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2017) 796+lix pp.
Book chapter:
Jason N E Varuhas, ‘In Search of a Doctrine: Mapping the
Law of Legitimate Expectations’ in Matthew Groves and
Greg Weeks (eds), Legitimate Expectations in the Common
Law World (Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2017) 17-52. SSRN
version available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=2730964
Conference Organisation
Organised, with Dr Nicole Moreham (Victoria University
of Wellington), the International Workshop on Remedies
for Breach of Privacy, 12-13 December 2016, Melbourne
Law School. Conference report: http://law.unimelb.edu.
au/news/cmcl/international-workshop-on-remedies-forbreach-of-privacy
Presentations
Presented ‘Remedies for Breach of Privacy’ at the Judges
and the Academy Seminar, 17 February 2017, Supreme
Court of Victoria.
Presented ‘Varieties of Damages for Breach of Privacy’
at the International Workshop on Remedies for Breach of
Privacy, 12-13 December 2016, Melbourne Law School.
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CCCS RHD Update
Dylan Lino

Carlos Arturo Sandoval

Publications

Publications

Submitted PhD thesis titled, ‘Constitutional Recognition of
Australia’s Indigenous Peoples: Law, History and Politics’
in January 2017.
Dylan Lino, ‘Albert Venn Dicey and the Constitutional
Theory of Empire’ (2016) 36 Oxford Journal of Legal
Studies 751
Presentations
Presented ‘The Constitutional Theory of the British
Empire, 1880–1960’, Asian Regional Workshop, Institute for
Global Law and Policy, 9 January 2017, Bangkok, Thailand
Presented ‘The Rule of Law and the Rule of Empire: AV
Dicey in Imperial Context’, Australian and New Zealand
Law and History Society Annual Conference, 6 December
2016, Curtin University, Perth, Australia

Carlos Arturo Sandoval, ‘Una Reflexión Crítica de la
Reserva Guatemalteca al Artículo 27 de la Convención
de Viena de 1969 ante un Nuevo Paradigma de
Constitucionalismo Global’ [A Critical Reflection of
the Guatemalan Reservation to Article 27 of the Vienna
Convention of 1969 under a Global Constitutionalism
Paradigm] XIII, Opus Magna Constitucional, 2017
[Forthcoming]
Carlos Arturo Sandoval and Fabia Fernandes Carvalho
Vecoso, ‘A Human Rights’ Tale of Competing Narratives’,
Direito & Praxis: Perspectivas Críticas do Sistema
Interamericano de Direitos Humanos 2017 [Forthcoming
June 2017]
Carlos Arturo Sandoval, ‘Soberanía y Legitimidad de
Actores Internacionales en la Reforma Constitucional
Guatemalteca: El Rol de la CICIG’ [Sovereingty and
Legitimacy of International Actors in the Guatemalan
Constitutional Reform] (2016) 1:1 Política Internacional 36
Carlos Arturo Sandoval, ‘International Actors in the
Guatemalan Constitutional Reform: The Story of the
CICIG’, en el blog Constitution Making & Constitutional
Change Research Group de 6 de Febrero de 2017: http://
constitutional-change.com/international-actors-in-theguatemalan-constitutional-reform-the-story-of-the-cicig/
Presentations
Coordinated ‘Seminario de Derecho Regional Comparado
y Procesos de Integración’ [Seminar of Regional
Comparative Law and Integration Processes], held by the
Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Relations
of the Republic of Guatemala, on the 7 and 8 of December
2016 in Guatemala City.
Presented ‘Derecho Comparado e Integración
Centroamericana’ [Comparative Law and Central
American Integration], held by the Centre of Economic
Integration Studies of the Central American Economic
Integration Secretariat, on the 6 December 2016 in
Guatemala City.
Presented ‘Derecho Regional Comparado’ [Regional Comparative Law] at the Universidad American College, on the
10 November 2016 in Managua, Nicaragua.
Presentated ‘Una Alternativa Constructivista-Social en el
Estudio del Derecho Regional Comparado’ [A Social-Constructivist Alternative in the Study of Regional Comparative Law], at a conference at the Universidad de Costa Rica
on the 2 November 2016, in San José, Costa Rica.
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The Constitution Transformation Network
The Constitution Transformation Network is a new initiative
that brings together a team of scholars at Melbourne Law
School to explore both the practice and the concept of
constitutional transformation.  
At a practical level constitutional transformation is or has
recently been underway in many states across the world. At
heart, constitutional transformation involves the formulation
and implementation of new Constitutions or major changes
to existing Constitutions. It comprises questions about
constitutional design as well as the  processes of constitutional
change. Depending on the context, constitutional
transformation may encompass conflict resolution, peace
building and other catalysts for regime change. It extends
well beyond the ratification of new arrangements to include a
period of transition, which may be drawn-out over a decade
or more, and which covers implementation and constitutional
change post-adoption.
In conceptual terms the very idea of a Constitution may be
undergoing transformation, in the face of the conditions
of internationalisation and globalisation that characterise
present times. Pressures for change come from what is loosely
described as the constitutionalisation of international law (the
extent to which arrangements at the regional or international
levels are beginning to take forms that might be described as
‘constitutional’) and the internationalisation of constitutional
law (the impact of international actors and norms on
constitutional transformation within a state). These interfaces
between domestic and international interests have practical as
well as theoretical implications.  
The Constitution Transformation Network seeks to explore
these issues through five interrelated and overlapping
themes: peacebuilding; constitution making; international
and domestic interfaces; regionalism; and the dynamics of
implementation.  
Collectively, team members bring knowledge in constitutional
and comparative constitutional law, international law,
military and international humanitarian law, regional law and
Asian law. They believe that context is critically important
in constitutional transformation, which therefore requires
the knowledge and skills of comparative constitutional
law. To that end, team members are committed to pooling
their expertise to work together and with global partner
institutions, scholars and practitioners to make a genuine
difference to constitutional transformation in theory and
practice.

Website: http://law.unimelb.edu.au/constitutionaltransformations
Twitter: @ConTransNet

The co-convenors of the Constitutions Transformation
Network are Laureate Professor Cheryl Saunders AO, Dr
William Partlett and Ms Anna Dziedzic.
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Constitutional Law Conference 2017
21 July 2017
Woodward Conference Centre,
Melbourne Law School

I n v i tat i o n
On behalf of the Centre for Comparative Constitutional
Studies, we invite you to register for a major conference on
constitutional law to be held on 21 July 2017. The Conference
is the 4th in a regular series of conferences that focus on
themes of enduring significance in constitutional law. This
year the conference papers will focus on
• Non-Statutory Executive Power;
• Proportionality after McCloy;
• Retrospectivity and the Rule of Law.
The final session of the Conference provides a retrospective
on the High Court under Chief Justice Robert French, with a
special focus on Chapter III and the separation of powers.
The cases to be discussed include: Re Culleton [No 2] (2017);
Cunningham v Commonwealth (2016); R (Miller) v The
Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union (2016, UK
Sup Ct, the ‘Brexit’ Case); Murphy v AEC (2016); Plaintiff M68
(2015); P T Bayan Resources v BCBC Singapore (2016), Rizeq v
Western Australia (2016); McCloy v New South Wales (2015);
Assistant Commissioner Condon v Pompano Pty Ltd (2013);
Wainohu v New South Wales (2011); Momcilovic v The Queen
(2011); Kirk v DPP (2010); South Australia v Totani (2010) and
International Finance Trust Co Ltd v New South Wales Crime
Commission (2009).

and Professorial Fellow Melbourne Law School); Dr Brendan
Lim (Eleven Wentworth, NSW Bar); the Hon. Justice Stephen
McLeish (Court of Appeal, Victoria); Associate Professor
Kristen Rundle (Melbourne Law School); Professor James
Stellios (Australian National University); Julia Watson (Owen
Dixon Chambers, Victorian Bar) and Emeritus Professor
Fiona Wheeler (Australian National University).
We are also delighted that the conference will provide
the occasion for the launch of Brendan Lim’s Australia’s
Constitution after Whitlam (2017), by Laureate Professor
Emeritus Cheryl Saunders AO.

Conference Convenors:

Professor Adrienne Stone

The conference closes with a dinner to be addressed by the
Hon. Justice Michelle Gordon of the High Court of Australia.
Papers will be delivered by leading practitioners and
academics including Lorraine Finlay (Murdoch University);
Justin Gleeson SC (Banco Chambers, NSW Bar); Emeritus
Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy (Monash University); the Hon.
Kenneth Hayne AC (former Justice High Court of Australia

Dr Scott Stephenson

Full Conference program P.T.O.
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PROGRAM
8.30am		

Registration and coffee

3.30pm		

Afternoon Tea
Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

9.00am		

Session One
Non-Statutory Executive Power
Speaker:
The Hon. Kenneth Hayne AC (former
Justice High Court of Australia, Professorial
Fellow, Melbourne Law School)

4.00pm		

Session Four
Chapter III and the Separation of Powers:
A Retrospective on the ‘French Court’
Speakers:
Emeritus Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy
(Monash University)
Professor James Stellios (Australian National
University)
Julia Watson (Owen Dixon Chambers,
Victorian Bar)
Emeritus Professor Fiona Wheeler
(Australian National University)

Session Two
Retrospectivity and the Rule of Law:
Public Law Perspectives
Speakers:
Lorraine Finlay (Murdoch University)
Dr Brendan Lim (Eleven Wentworth, NSW
Bar)
Associate Professor Dan Meagher (La Trobe
University)

5.30pm		

End of Conference

Lunch

7.00pm 		

Commentators:
The Hon. Justice Stephen McLeish (Court of Appeal,
Victoria)
Associate Professor Kristen Rundle (Melbourne Law
School)

10.30am		
11.00am		

12.30pm

Morning Tea

Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

2.00pm		

Session Three
Proportionality since McCloy
Speakers:
Justin Gleeson SC (Banco Chambers, NSW
Bar)
Professor Adrienne Stone (Melbourne Law
School)

5.45pm		

Book Launch
Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

Dr Brendan Lim, Australia’s Constitution
after Whitlam (2017)
Launch by:
Laureate Professor Emeritus Cheryl
Saunders AO (Melbourne Law School)
Conference Dinner
UH@W, Level 10, Melbourne Law School

Courts and the Future of the Rule of Law
Speaker:
The Hon. Justice Michelle Gordon (High
Court of Australia)

2017 Constitutional Law Conference and Dinner
Registration Details ABN: 84 002 705 224

Registration and payment available at:
www.law.unimelb.edu.au/cccs

Registration Fees (Early Bird)
Conference and Dinner | $527
Conference Only | $412
Conference Dinner Only | $115 per person

Payment forms accepted: Visa, Mastercard or cheque
No refunds can be issued for cancellations after 1 July 2017

Registration Enquiries:
Tel: (03) 8344 1011
Email: law-cccs@unimelb.edu.au
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Recent Events

CCCS Seminar Series
14 March 2017, Tuesday

Trumping American Administrative Law
Professor Peter Strauss (Columbia Law School)
America has a new President. Yet unlike parliamentary systems, the American Constitution does not assure its chief executive
political control of the legislature. The chance for divided government thus arises every two years with legislative elections: in fact,
American government had been divided since the by-elections of 2010 ended Democrat control of the House of Representatives.
Unable to secure legislative cooperation, Congress’s highly partisan opposition to President Obama during his last six years in
office prompted him, even more than Presidents Bush and Clinton before him, to claim ownership of a variety of regulatory
actions using authority that Congress had conferred on administrative bodies, not the President.
President Trump, reflecting his campaign rhetoric, has issued executive order after executive order during his first ten days in
office. These actions embody the views both that he is in charge, and that regulation has been excessive. His authoritarian stance
builds on an attitude towards the presidency that has been steadily growing at least since President Nixon: that the President is
not just responsible to oversee, but is entitled to command the work of executive government. His orders have proved at least as
disturbing to Democrats as President Obama’s were to Republicans, and (like them) have resulted in strong legal challenges.
Administrative law inevitably straddles the worlds of politics and law, and it could be that the future holds significant possibilities
for rebalancing the relationships between Congress, President and Court both among themselves and with respect to the
administrative bodies responsible for the daily work of domestic government. Professor Strauss’s explored this evolving balance
between politics and law in American administrative law in the era of President Trump.
Peter L. Strauss is the Betts Professor of Law at Columbia Law School. He is a leading scholar of American

administrative law, and senior author of its most enduring teaching materials. His scholarly writings have tended to
focus on structural issues in American government, and the American process for creating regulations, as well as
issues of statutory interpretation. Throughout his career, Professor Strauss’s work has sought to explain American
administrative law to lawyers and law students in other legal systems, as is exemplified in his most recent book,
Administrative Justice in the United States (3rd ed. 2016). Recipient of numerous academic honours in recognition
of his distinguished scholarship in administrative law, Professor Strauss was elected to the American Academy of
Arts & Sciences in 2010.
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CCCS Seminar Series
28 March 2017, Tuesday

Bijuralism: Challenges for the Canadian Judiciary Working Across Legal
Cultures
The Honourable Madam Justice Julie Dutil (Court of Appeal of Quebec, Canada)
In this seminar, Madam Justice Dutil discussed the origins of bijuralism in Canadian law and the relationship between civil
and common law in Canada. The seminar also canvassed some important judgments in the Supreme Court of Canada that
demonstrate the workings of birjuralism.

The Honourable Madam Justice Julie Dutil is a judge of the Court of Appeal of
Quebec, Canada. Madam Justice Dutil was called to the Quebec Bar in 1980, where
she specialized in labour law and was a member of several committees of the Quebec
Bar. In May 1995, she was appointed a part-time member of the Commission for
Public Complaints against the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. She was appointed
a judge of the Quebec Superior Court on November 8, 1996 and was elevated to the
Court of Appeal on September 24, 2004.
Since June 2013, Madam Justice Dutil has been the Coordinating Judge of the Quebec
division of the Court of Appeal. She was also the president of the Conference of
Quebec Superior Court Judges (2009-2010), and has served as a board member of
the Canadian Superior Court Judges Association (CSCJA) since 2003. She acted as a
delegate of the CSCJA at the International Association of Judges where she is the vicepresident of the Study Commission on public and social law. She also acted as a board
member for the Canadian Chapter of the International Association of Women Judges
from 2003 to 2009. Madam Justice Dutil also sits on the research board of the Faculty of Law, University of Laval,
Quebec.
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CCCS Brown Bag Series
Recent Brown Bags

Forthcoming Brown Bags

28 February2017, Tuesday
Ragnhild Nilsson spoke to her paper ‘Trust and Political
Cleavages within the Sami Parliaments in Sweden and
Norway’.

11 April 2017, Tuesday
John Borrows will present ‘Towards an Indigenous Law
Degree’.

7 March 2017, Tuesday
Lulu Weis and Will Partlett spoke to their paper ‘US
Presidential Executive Orders’.
14 March 2017, Tuesday
Alan Page spoke to his paper ‘Brexit, the Great Repeal Bill and
the future of the Anglo-Scottish Union’.
4 April 2017, Tuesday
Rehan Abeyratne presented ‘Socioeconomic Rights
Adjudication in India - Seeking to Preserve Both Democratic
and Constitutional Legitimacy’.

2 May 2017, Tuesday
Lisa Burton-Crawford and Janina Boughey will present
‘Jurisdictional Error: Do We Really Need It?’
9 May 2017, Tuesday
Iddo Porat (details to come).
16 May 2017, Tuesday
Cheryl Saunders and Jason Varuhas will present ‘Teaching
“Public Law and Private Law”’.
Co-hosted with Obligations Group.

23 May 2017, Tuesday
Anne Carter (details to come).
30 May 2017, Tuesday
Lulu Weis (details to come).
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Forthcoming Events
The Centre for Comparative Constitutional Studies will host a
series of conferences, seminars and events in 2017 & 2018. For more information on
these and other events see http://law.unimelb.edu.au/centres/cccs#events
2017

CCCS Constitutional Law Conference
21 July 2017
Melbourne Law School
2017 Miegunyah Fellowship Public Lecture, ‘The Boundaries of Public Law’
presented by
Professor Denis Baranger
Professor of Public law, l’Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas

26 July 2017
Melbourne Law School

2018

Third Biennial Public Law Conference

co-hosted with the Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge

11-13 uly 2018
Melbourne Law School
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Legal Theory Workshop
The Legal Theory Workshop series meets regularly to discuss unpublished works-in-progress on a variety of theoretical and
normative issues in the law. Unless otherwise noted, all workshop meetings were held on Fridays, from 12.30pm-2.30pm
Guest presenters for Semester One 2017 (27 February – 28 May 2017):
17 March 2017

5 May 2017

Dr William Partlett (Melbourne) & Dr Zim Nwokora
(Deakin), ‘The Foundations of Democratic Dualism: Why
Constitutional Politics and Ordinary Politics are Different’
Commentator: Dr Scott Stephenson (Melbourne)

Professor Simone Degeling (UNSW), ‘The Philosophical
Foundations of Equity’
Commentator: Professor Matthew Harding (Melbourne)

24 March 2017
Dr Lisa Burton Crawford (Monash), ‘Judicial Review and the
Limits of Legislative Power’
Commentator: Associate Professor Kristen Rundle
(Melbourne)

19 May 2017
Associate Professor Sarah Sorial (Wollongong), ‘What does
it mean to “offend”, “insult” and “intimidate”? A conceptual
analysis of section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act’  
Commentator: Dr Robert Simpson (Monash)
Workshop co-sponsored by the Centre for Media and Communications Law

7 April 2017

26 May 2017

Associate Professor Vasuki Nesiah (NYU), ‘Gendering the
Invisible Hand: “Empowerment” and “Debt” in Post-Conflict
Economic Governance’
Commentator: Professor Miranda Stewart (Melbourne)

Dr Michael Sevel (Sydney), Topic TBA
Commentator: Dr Dale Smith (Melbourne)

28 April 2017
Dr Ron Levy (ANU), ‘Shotgun Referendums: Deliberation
and Constitutional Settlement in Conflict Societies’
Commentator: Dr William Partlett (Melbourne)
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Centre People
CCCS members are active researchers and teachers across a broad range of public law issues. Many are available to give presentations
or to consult on public law projects, particularly contributing a comparatie perspective to domestic issues. They are also interested
in discussing potential projects with prospective research students.

Co-Directors
Professor Adrienne Stone
Associate Professor Kristen Rundle

Research Centre Members
Laureate Professor Emeritus Cheryl Saunders AO,
Foundation Director
Professor Michael Crommelin AO
Professor Alison Duxbury
Professor Simon Evans
Professor Michelle Foster
Professor Jeremy Gans
Professor Beth Gaze
Professor Pip Nicholson
Associate Professor Farrah Ahmed
Associate Professor Kirsty Gover
Associate Professor Joo-Cheong Tham
Associate Professor Margaret Young
Dr Alysia Blackham
Dr William Partlett
Dr Julian Sempill
Dr Dale Smith
Dr Scott Stephenson
Dr Jason Varuhas
Dr Lulu Weis
Ms Penny Gleeson
Ms Paula O’Brien
Mr Glenn Patmore
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Comparative Constitutional Law Update
A. HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA
Palmer v Ayres [2017] HCA 5
The first plaintiff, Palmer1 and the second plaintiff,
Ferguson2, are directors of Queensland Nickel Pty Ltd
(in liq) and commenced related proceedings in the High
Court, challenging the constitutional validity of s 596A
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (‘Corporations Act’).
Section 596A of the Corporations Act gives power to the
Federal Court to summon a person for ‘examination about a
corporation’s examinable affairs’ if (i) it receives an application
from an ‘eligible applicant’3 and (ii) the Court is ‘satisfied
that the person is an officer or provisional liquidator of
the corporation’4. Queensland Nickel Pty Ltd entered into
voluntary administration5. Pursuant to s 596A, and on
application by the defendants, the first and second plaintiffs
were summoned before the Federal Court for examination6.
The question reserved for the High Court was whether s 596A
of the Corporations Act is ‘invalid contrary to ch III of the
Constitution in that it confers non-judicial power on federal
courts and on courts exercising federal jurisdiction’7. The
Court unanimously held that s 596A is not invalid contrary to
ch III of the Constitution.
Judgment
The plurality, comprising Kiefel, Keane, Nettle and Gordon
JJ, rejected the ‘matter’ contention raised by the plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs argued that although Parliament had conferred
federal jurisdiction on federal and state courts, conferral in
respect of s 596A was invalid because there was no ‘matter’
in the constitutional sense to engage the judicial power of
the Commonwealth8. This is because examination under
s 596A was an investigative exercise and did not establish
rights, duties or liabilities9. The plurality held that a matter
can exist, even though ‘a right, duty or liability has not been
established, and may never be, established’10. The plurality
held that ‘matter’ is ‘subject matter’ to be determined in a
legal proceeding including controversies that might come
before the court11. In the legislative context, s 596A aids special
1
Case B52/2016, Plaintiff Submissions [5].
2
Case B55/2016, Plaintiff Submissions.
3
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) s 596A(a), s 9 (definition of ‘eligible
applicant’).
4
Ibid s 596A(a).
5
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) s 436A; Case B52/2016, Chronology;
Case B55/2016, Chronology.
6
Case B52/2016, Chronology; Case B55/2016 Chronology.
7
Case B52/2016, Plaintiff Submissions [2], see also Case B55/2016
Plaintiff Submissions [2].
8
Palmer v Ayres [2016] HCA 5, [25] (Kiefel, Keane, Nettle and
Gordon JJ).
9
Ibid [25].
10
Ibid [27].
11
Ibid [26].

purpose liquidators to examine certain persons involved in
the corporation about the affairs of the corporation12, and
consequently the power looks to the possibility that the
information gathered will support a claim of relief13. Applied in
this case, the summons order made by the Federal Court under
s 596A was an exercise of judicial power14. The making of a
summons order was held to be a procedure designed to lead to
a controversy regarding potential rights and liabilities in further
litigation, and is analogous to other pre-trial procedures15.
The plurality also held that it was ‘neither necessary nor
appropriate to rely on [a] purely historical basis’ to define
the power and its processes as judicial power16. In addition,
discovery procedures under s 596A are a creature of the
courts, and the plurality held that it is not beyond judicial
power simply because it was framed by the legislative rather
than the courts themselves17.
In a separate judgment, Gageler J held that s 596A of the
Corporations Act was a valid conferral of judicial power, and
understanding the meaning of the ‘judicial power of the
Commonwealth’ required careful attention to the historical
context of the Constitution and later decisions interpreting the
term18. Gageler J stated that in determining whether a function
is inherently non-judicial or exclusively judicial, the question
is how it is now to be characterised, ‘having regard to the
systemic values on which the framers [of the Constitution] can
be taken to have drawn on in isolating the judicial power of
the Commonwealth and in vesting that power only in courts’19.
Regarding the values, Gageler J emphasised that courts
exercise common law or statutory powers to inquire into
subject matters that have a connection with a legal right that
requires determination20. Gageler J emphasised that s 596A
of the Corporations Act imposes a duty on a court to order
an examination that does not go beyond the role of the court
supervising an administration21. In addition, the scheme was
held not to raise the concerns that have historically excluded a
power to inquire from the concept of judicial power22. On this
basis, Gageler J concluded that s 596A of the Corporations Act
confers judicial power23, and therefore is not contrary to ch III
of the Constitution.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Ibid [31].
Ibid [30].
Ibid [31]–[35].
Ibid [36].
Ibid [37].
Ibid [40].
Palmer v Ayres [2016] HCA 5, [50]–[67] (Gageler J).
Ibid [69] (emphasis added).
Ibid [80].
Ibid [99].
Ibid [100].
Ibid [101].
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NSW Aboriginal Land Council v Minister Administering the
Crown Lands Act [2016] HCA 50
Facts
Crown land in Berrima, NSW had been the site of a jail and
later a correctional centre, and had been dedicated accordingly
under statute. In 2011, the correctional centre was closed, but
the land was maintained pending a decision about what to do
with the land: buildings were maintained, gardens were tended
by prisoners, and members of the public could visit.
After the closure of the correctional centre, the New South
Wales Aboriginal Land Council (ALC) claimed the land
under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 (NSW) (‘the Act’).
Under the Act, a claimant is the required to show that the land
satisfies the criteria for ‘claimable Crown lands’. The issue was
whether a particular condition was satisfied; namely, whether
the land was ‘not lawfully used or occupied’.
The NSW Land and Environment Court held that the Council’s
claim failed24. The NSW Court of Appeal dismissed an appeal
by the Council25. The Council appealed to the High Court.
Decision
The High Court held 5:2 that the land was ‘lawfully used or
occupied’, meaning that the NSW ALC’s claim failed.
The plurality (French CJ, Kiefel, Bell and Keane JJ) considered
that the expression ‘lawfully used or occupied’ was not
a composite phrase, but that either lawful use or lawful
occupation would defeat a claim26. Occupation means ‘“actually
occupied” in the sense of being occupied in fact and to more
than a notional degree’; ‘mere proprietorship’ does not suffice27.
The Council argued, first, that the land had to be occupied for
the purpose for which it was dedicated. The Court rejected
this submission, stating that it ‘denie[d] the distinction
between use and occupation of land’28. Thus, although the land
had not been used for a jail or correctional centre since 2011,
the exercise of control over and maintenance of the land was
sufficient to demonstrate occupation.
The Council also argued that s 2 of the New South Wales
Constitution Act 1855 (Imp) had the effect that the executive
could not lawfully occupy land without statutory authority.
This section provides that ‘the entire Management and
Control of the Waste Lands belonging to the Crown … shall
be vested in the Legislature of the said Colony’. The Court
stated that the section needed to be interpreted in its historical
24
New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council v Minister
Administering the Crown Lands Act (Berrima) [2014] NSWLEC 188.
25
New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council v Minister
Administering the Crown Lands Act (2015) 303 FLR 87.
26
Ibid [14].
27
Ibid [17]–[18].
28
Ibid [39].

context29. The purpose of s 2 was to provide that the colonial
legislature, rather than the imperial government, would
manage waste lands30; it ‘was not to abrogate executive power
with respect to Crown lands’ (although such executive power
became subject to legislative control as a result of s 2)31. In any
case, statutory authority for the occupation was provided by
the Real Property Act 1900 (NSW), under which the State of
New South Wales was the registered proprietor of the land32.
In a separate judgment, Gageler J rejected the Council’s
submissions along lines similar to those of the plurality,
although his Honour went further in respect of the Council’s
second argument, stating that s 2 of the New South Wales
Constitution Act not only did not abrogate executive power
but conferred a non-statutory executive power to manage
waste lands as a necessary consequence of the constitutional
system of responsible government33.
Nettle and Gordon JJ dissented. Their Honours held that the
land was not ‘occupied’ within the meaning of the Act and
that the Council’s claim should, therefore, have succeeded.
Their Honours considered that the Act should be construed
beneficially34, meaning that ‘occupation’ had to ‘be judged against
the dedication — here, gaol purposes’35. It was not sufficient that
the land was being held pending a decision as to future use36.
Re Culleton [No 2] [2017] HCA 4
Facts
On 2 March 2016, Rod Culleton was convicted of larceny in
his absence. Under s 117 of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), he
was liable to be imposed for two years; however, s 25(1) of the
Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 (NSW) provides that
an ‘absent offender’ cannot be sentenced, so a warrant was
issued for Culleton’s arrest.
On 16 May 2016, Culleton was nominated for election to the
Senate. He was subsequently elected.
On 25 August 2016, Culleton’s conviction for larceny was annulled
under s 10(1)(a) of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act.
Section 44(ii) of the Constitution provides that ‘any person
who has been convicted and is under sentence, or subject to
be sentenced, for any offence punishable under the law of the
Commonwealth or of a State by imprisonment for one year
or longer shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a
senator’. The President of the Senate referred questions relating
to the validity of Culleton’s election to the High Court sitting
in its capacity as the Court of Dispute Returns.
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Ibid [50].
Ibid [51].
Ibid [52].
Ibid [61].
Ibid [129].
Ibid [185].
Ibid [186].
Ibid [193].
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Decision
The Court unanimously held that Culleton was not eligible
to be nominated at the time he was nominated. The Court
ordered that there be a special count of the ballot papers to
determine who should fill the vacancy left by the decision37.
Culleton’s arguments were disposed of as follows.
First, Culleton argued that s 44(ii) only applied to persons
under sentence38. The plurality (Kiefel, Bell, Gageler and Keane
JJ) rejected this as treating s 44(ii) ‘as if the words “or subject
to be sentenced” … have no operation’39.
Second, Culleton also argued that the annulment on 8 August
2016 caused the conviction to be void ab initio40. The plurality
stated that an ‘annulment’ can be retrospective or prospective,
and that whether it is retrospective or prospective depends
on the statutory context in which the term is used41. Section
10(1) of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act provides that
‘[o]n being annulled, a conviction … ceases to have effect and
any enforcement action previously taken is to be reversed’. The
plurality considered that the use of the phrase ‘ceases to effect’
indicates ‘that [the conviction] has been in effect to that point’,
and that the use of the phrase ‘enforcement action … is to
be reversed’ indicates that ‘the legal state of affairs previously
established by the conviction [is left] unaffected, save for the
actual reverse of any action taken by way of enforcement
against the defendant’42. Therefore the annulment did not have
retrospective effect.
Finally, Culleton argued that he was not ‘subject to be
sentenced’ because he was absent at his conviction and s 25(1)
(a) of the Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 (NSW)
provides that a sentence of imprisonment may not be imposed
on an ‘absent offender’43. However, the plurality considered
that when a warrant for Senator Cullen’s arrest was issued ‘the
processes of the law to which he might lawfully be sentenced
to imprisonment were set in train’, meaning that in due course
he would be present, and so could be lawfully sentenced44.
Therefore though he was absent at his conviction, he was still
subject to be sentenced.
Nettle J agreed with the plurality’s orders but for different
reasons. Relevantly, his Honour noted that, at federation,
electoral statutes indicated a requirement for certainty that a
nominee is capable of being chosen. This context indicated
that s 44(ii) itself should be construed so as to apply whether
or not a conviction was subsequently annulled45.

37
The vacancy was filled by Peter Georgiou, a member of Pauline
Hanson’s One Nation party and Rod Culleton’s brother-in-law.
38
Re Culleton [No 2] [2017] HCA 4, [16]
39
Ibid
40
Ibid [23].
41
Ibid [24]–[25].
42
Ibid [29] (emphasis added).
43
Ibid [32].
44
Ibid [36].
45
Ibid [59].

B. NEW SOUTH WALES COURT OF APPEAL
Burns v Corbett [2017] NSWCA 3
Facts
Garry Burns made complaints to the Anti-Discrimination
Board of NSW about statements by Therese Corbett and
Bernard Gaynor which Burns claimed were public acts
vilifying homosexuals, contrary to s 49ZT of the AntiDiscrimination Act 1977 (NSW). The complaints were referred
to the New South Wales Civil and Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (NCAT).
Burns was a resident of New South Wales. Corbett was a
resident of Victoria. Gaynor was a resident of Queensland.
Corbett and Gaynor challenged the jurisdiction of NCAT
to hear and determine the dispute, being a dispute arising
between a resident of New South Wales and a resident of
another state.
Decision
The Court unanimously held that NCAT did not have the
relevant jurisdiction (Bathurst CJ and Beazley P agreeing with
Leeming JA).
Section 75(iv) of the Constitution provides that the High
Court has original jurisdiction in all matters ‘between States,
or between residents of different States, or between a State and
a resident of another State’. Such matters are matters in federal
jurisdiction46.
Section 77(iii) provides that Parliament may make laws
‘investing any court of a State with federal jurisdiction’.
Pursuant to s 77(iii), and subject to exceptions not relevant to
the case, s 39(2) of the Judiciary Act confers on ‘[t]he several
Courts of the States …. Jurisdiction in all matters in which the
High Court has jurisdiction’.
The effect of s 39 of the Judiciary Act, in combination with s
109 of the Constitution, is that there is no freestanding state
jurisdiction to determine matters identified in s 75 (or s 76) of
the Constitution: that jurisdiction is exclusively federal.
The disputes heard by NCAT were matters between
residents of two states within the meaning of s 75(iv) of the
Constitution — that is, matters within federal jurisdiction47.
It was agreed that NCAT was not a ‘court of the state’ for the
purposes of s 77(iii) of the Constitution48. Section 39 confers
the relevant jurisdiction only on state courts. Therefore,
NCAT did not have jurisdiction to hear the disputes.

46
47
48

Ibid [19].
Ibid [28].
Ibid [29].
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C. SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
R (Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union
[2017] UKSC 5
Facts
On 23 June 2016, a referendum was held asking, ‘Should the
United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union or
leave the European Union?’ Against expectations, 51.9% voted
to leave the EU.
At the time of the referendum, elements of EU law were given
direct effect in domestic law by the European Communities Act
1972 (UK) (‘EC Act’). This had been enacted as a condition of
membership of the European Communities (a precursor to
the European Union).
In October 2016, Prime Minister Theresa May announced
her intention to trigger art 50 of the Treaty on European
Union, which governs withdrawal from the EU. Paragraph
2 of art 50 provides that ‘[a] Member State which decides to
withdraw shall notify the European Council of its intention’.
This notification is irrevocable. Paragraph 3 provides that a
Member State that gives notice under para 2 shall cease to
be a Member State two years after notice is given unless the
European Council and Member State unanimously decide to
extend the period.
On 3 September 2016, the High Court of Justice of England
and Wales held that the government could not rely on its
prerogative powers to trigger art 50. The government appealed
to the Supreme Court.
Decision
The Supreme Court dismissed the appeal 8:3, holding that the
government could not rely on its prerogative powers to trigger art 50.
The basic principles regarding the sovereignty of Parliament
and the prerogative powers of the Crown were not in
contention: legislation enacted by Parliament is supreme and
the Government has no ‘power to prescribe or alter the law
to be administered by Courts of law’49. It was also common
ground that triggering art 50 would, in due course, mean that
elements of EU law which were translated into domestic law
by the EC Act would inevitably cease to have effect.
The claimant argued that because triggering art 50 would alter
the domestic law, the Government could not take that action
through the exercise of its prerogative powers. However, the
Government contended that because the content of EU rights
is defined in the EC Act by reference to EU treaties, Parliament
must be taken to have intended that continued membership
of the EU was a condition for the existence of EU rights to be
given effect in domestic law. It was then said that ‘whether that
condition is satisfied or not was intended by Parliament to
depend entirely upon the action of the Crown on the plane of
49
Miller v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union [2016]
EWHC 2768 [29], quoting The Zamora [1916] 2 AC 77, 90 (PC).

international law’50.
The majority (Lord Neuberger, Lady Hale, Lords Mance, Kerr,
Clarke, Wilson, Sumption and Hodge) accepted the reasoning
of the Court below. Their Lordships emphasised that ‘it is a
fundamental principle of the UK constitution that, unless
primary legislation permits it, the Royal prerogative does not
enable ministers to change statute law or common law’51. They
stated that, in a ‘fundamental’ and ‘realistic’ sense, the source
of EU law is not the EC Act but EU institutions themselves52.
Accepting that this gave the EC Act ‘a constitutional
character’53,  their Lordships concluded that the Act
endorsed and gave effect to the United Kingdom’s
membership of what is now the European Union under the
EU Treaties in a way which is inconsistent with the future
exercise by ministers of any prerogative power to withdraw
from such Treaties …54
Lord Reed delivered the main dissenting judgment. His
Lordship noted ‘[t]he compelling practical reasons for
recognising [the] prerogative power to manage international
relations]’, which included ‘[t]he value of unanimity, strength
and dispatch in the conduct of foreign affairs’55. In contrast
to the majority, his Lordship considered that the ‘the effect
of EU law in the UK is entirely dependent on the [EC Act]’56.
Accordingly, although the UK’s leaving the EU would mean
that EU law would cease to have effect, this ‘is something
which follows from the [EC Act] itself, and does not require
further legislation’. Lords Carnwath and Hughes agreed with
Lord Reed.
Belhaj v Straw [2017] UKSC 3
Facts
Belhaj and others were detained, in connection with antiterrorism activities, by authorities in various countries,
including Libya, Malaysia, Thailand, and Afghanistan. They
alleged that the United Kingdom was complicit in various
torts (including unlawful detention and rendition, torture
or cruel and inhuman treatment, and assault) committed by
those authorities57. The issue before the Court was whether,
assuming the allegations are true, the claims were properly
triable in the English courts.
Decision
The Court unanimously held that the claims were properly
triable in the English courts.
The government had sought to rely first on the state
50
Ibid [77].
51
R (Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union
[2027] UKSC 5, [50].
52
Ibid [61], [65].
53
Ibid [67]
54
Ibid [77].
55
Ibid [160].
56
Ibid [177].
57
Belhaj v Straw [2017] UKSC 3, [1].
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immunity doctrine and second ‘foreign act of state’ doctrine.
The government submitted that statute immunity ‘is wide
enough to cover cases … where it is integral to the claims
made that foreign states or their officials must be proved to
have acted contrary to their own laws’58. The Court rejected
this submission, stating that the immunity only covers cases
where the legal position of foreign states is affected59; it is not
sufficient that foreign states might suffer reputational damage.
In response to the government’s ‘foreign act of state’ submission,
the Court identified three types of foreign act of state rule. First,
‘a foreign state’s legislation will be recognized and normally
accepted as valid, in so far as it affects property … situated
within that state when the legislation takes effect’60. Second,
‘an English court will not question a foreign governmental
act in respect of property situated within the jurisdiction of
the foreign government in question’61. Third, there is a general
principle that courts may treat as non-justiciable issues that
must be considered on a case-by-case basis62. The Court
considered that none of these applied on the facts.

D. SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
Washington v Trump
On 30 January 2017, the State of Washington, and on 1
February 2017, the State of Minnesota filed a complaint
seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against defendants
Donald J Trump in his official capacity as President of the
United States, the United States Department of Homeland
Security (‘DHS’), John F Kelly, in his official capacity as
Secretary of DHS, Tom Shannon, in his official capacity as
Acting Secretary of State and the United States of America.
The States sought declaratory relief invalidating portions of
the Executive Order of January 27, 2017, entitled ‘Protecting
the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the United
States’ and an order restraining the enforcement of those
same provisions of the Executive Order. The Executive Order
provided a ban on immigrants and visitors from seven Muslim
majority countries entering the United States63.
Intervening ‘to fulfil its constitutional role in [its] tripart
government’ the Court first ordered temporary restraining
orders64. The appellants’ (the Government) Motion to stay was
denied65. The appellants revoked the Executive Order, drafted
58
Ibid [16].
59
Ibid [31].
60
Ibid [35], [135].
61
Ibid [38], [75]–[78].
62
Ibid [40], [123].
63
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Amended Order
(17 March 2017) 1 (Reinhardt J).
64
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Temporary
Restraining Order, (3 February 2017) 7.
65
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Motion to Stay
Denied (27 February 2017) 1.

a revised order66, and the appellants’ unopposed motion for
voluntary dismissal of the appeal was granted67. An en banc
reconsideration of the Stay Order, as called by a judge of the
court, was denied68. There is now no live controversy before
the court regarding either the merits of the underlying case
or the proprietary of the original restraining order69. Case
information and orders are found here.
Readers who are interested in further discussion of the legal
dimensions and legitimacy of President Donald Trump’s executive
order ‘Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry into the
United States’ may like to browse the following blogs:

•
•
•
•

The New Yorker – The Vulnerabilities in the Ninth
Circuit’s Executive-Order Decision
Just Security – Getting a handle on the litigation
challenging the seven-nation “travel ban”
Jurisprudence – Clear Violation
Inside Story – The President versus the AttorneyGeneral

Peña-Rodriguez v Colorado 321 US (2017) (6 March 2017)
A Colorado jury convicted petitioner Peña-Rodriguez of
harassment and unlawful sexual contact. Following the
discharge of the jury, two jurors told defence counsel that,
during deliberations, one juror had expressed anti-Hispanic
bias towards the petitioner and petitioner’s alibi witness. The
Court acknowledged the juror’s apparent bias but denied
the petitioner’s motion for a new trial on the ground that
Colorado Rule of Evidence s 606(b) generally prohibits a juror
from testifying as to statements made during deliberations
in a proceeding inquiring into the validity of the verdict.
This is known as the no-impeachment rule, and ensures that
jurors, once their verdict has been entered, will not later be
called into question based on comments or conclusions they
expressed during deliberations70.
The question before the Court was whether there is an
exception to the no-impeachment rule, when, after the jury is
discharged, a juror comes forward with compelling evidence
that another juror made clear statements of racial animus as
a significant factor motivating his or her vote71. Pursuant to
the Sixth Amendment, right to trial by an impartial jury, the
Court found this exception to the non-impeachment rule.
Judgment
Kennedy J, joined by Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and
66
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Amended Order
(17 March 2017) 1 (Berzon J).
67
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al , Order to Dismiss
(8 March 2017) 1.
68
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Amended Order
(17 March 2017) 1.
69
State of Washington et al v Donald Trump et al, Amended Order
(17 March 2017) 2 (Berzon J).
70
Peña-Rodriguez v Colorado 321 US (2017) (6 March 2017) 2
(Kenedy J) (Peña-Rodriguez v Colorado).
71
Ibid 2.
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Kagan JJ, first noted that Congress adopted the Federal
Rules of Evidence, including rule 606(b), which endorsed a
broad no-impeachment rule, with only limited exceptions72,
to give stability and finality to verdicts73. Kennedy J then
acknowledged this case ‘lied at the intersection of the
Court’s decisions endorsing the no-impeachment rule and
its decisions seeking to eliminate racial bias in the jury
system’74. Kennedy J distinguished racial bias from other
‘anomalous behaviour of a single jury or juror’ of previous
case law, stating that ‘racial bias, a familiar and recurring
evil that, if left unaddressed, would risk systematic injury to
the administration of justice’75. Whilst all improper bias was
held to pose challenges, Kennedy J held that ‘there is a sound
basis to treat racial bias with added precaution’76 and that a
constitutional rule that racial bias in the justice system must
be addressed to prevent a systematic loss of confidence in jury
verdicts, is the Sixth Amendment trial right77.
The Court therefore held that where a juror makes ‘a clear
statement that indicates he or she relied on racial stereotypes
or animus to convict a criminal defendant, the Sixth
Amendment requires that the no-impeachment rule give way
in order to permit the trial court to consider the evidence of
the juror’s statement and any resulting denial of the jury trial
guarantee’78. In addition, to qualify, the ‘statement must tend to
show that racial animus was a significant motivating factor in
the juror’s vote to convict’79. However the Court also noted that
it will not decide the appropriate standard for determining
when evidence of racial bias is sufficient to require that the
verdict be set aside and a new trial be granted80.
Thomas J, and Alito J joined by Roberts CJ dissented. Referring
to common law history and previous decisions, Thomas J held
that a defendant does not have the right to impeach a verdict
with juror testimony of juror misconduct and in fact suggested
that such ‘evidence is prohibited’81. Thomas J also held that
there is no basis to invoke the Sixth Amendment82, and that the
question should be resolved by the legislature, not the court83.
Alito J stated that it is ‘hard to see’ what ‘racial bias has to do’
with the scope of an ‘individual criminal defendant’s Sixth
Amendment right to be judged impartially’84. Furthermore
Alito J contended that ‘if the Sixth Amendment requires
admission of juror testimony about statements of conduct
during deliberations that show one type of juror partiality, then
statements or conduct showing any type of partiality should
72
Ibid 8.
73
Ibid 9.
74
Ibid 15.
75
Ibid 15–16.
76
Ibid 17.
77
Ibid.
78
Ibid.
79
Ibid.
80
Ibid 20.
81
Peña-Rodriguez v Colorado 321 US (2017) (6 March 2017) 5
(Thomas J).
82
Ibid 5.
83
Ibid 6.
84
Peña-Rodriguez v Colorado 321 US (2017) (6 March 2017) 18
(Alito J).

be treated the same way’85.  Concluding, Alito J stated that
‘imposing exceptions on the no-impeachment rule will tend to
defeat full and vigorous discussion, expose jurors to harassment,
and deprive verdicts of stability’86.
Buck v Davis 200 US (2017) (22 February 2017)
Facts
Buck was convicted of murder. Buck’s attorney called
psychologist to offer their opinion on the issue. The
psychologist testified that Buck would probably not engage
in violent conduct; however they also stated that one of
the factors pertinent in assessing a person’s propensity for
violence is the person’s race, and that consequently Buck was
statistically more likely to act violently because he is black.
The jury sentenced Buck to death87. Buck contends that his
attorney’s introduction of this evidence violated the Sixth
Amendment right to the effective assistance of counsel. The
claim had never been heard on the merits in any court because
the attorney who represented Buck failed to raise it, and a
Federal District Court relied on that failure to hold that Bucks
claim was procedurally defaulted and unreviewable88. Buck
then sought to reopen the judgment, filing a motion under the
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(6).
One of the questions before the Court was whether Buck was
denied the constitutional Sixth Amendment right. The Court
supported the ineffective-assistance-of-counsel claim and held
that Buck was denied this Sixth Amendment constitutional right.
Judgment
Roberts CJ delivered the opinion of the Court in which
Kennedy, Ginsburg, Breyer, Sotomayor and Kagan JJ joined.
Roberts CJ first noted that in order for Buck to appeal under
rule 60(b)(6) motion, he had to show the substantial denial of
a constitutional right89. However the Court clarified that the
court of appeals should ‘limit its examination to a threshold
inquiry into the underlying merits of the claims,’ and ask ‘only
if the District Court’s decision was debatable’90.
The Court then held that Buck was denied of his Sixth
Amendment right, because his counsel performed
deficiently and that counsel’s deficient performance caused
him prejudice91. The Court held that it would be ‘patently
unconstitutional for a state to argue that a defendant is liable
to be a future danger because of his race’92. In addition, Buck
established a reasonable probability that, but for counsel’s
unprofessional errors, the results of the proceeding would
have been different93. This is because the jurors were not asked
to determine a historical fact concerning Buck’s conduct, but
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to render a predictive judgment inevitably entailing a degree
of speculation94. Furthermore the statistical evidence from
an expert was used to guide the jurors on this speculative
inquiry95, and when a defendant’s own lawyer puts in the
offending evidence, it is more likely to be taken at face value96.
Roberts CJ concluded therefore that Buck suffered prejudice
contrary to the Sixth Amendment.
Thomas J, joined by Alito J, dissented. Thomas J stated that
prejudice under the Sixth Amendment only exists when
correcting the alleged error would have produced a substantial
likelihood of a different result97. Thomas J then attributed
greater weight, such as lack of remorse, to the overall juror
decision, such that there was not a substantial likelihood of a
different result98.

D. SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
BC Freedom of Information and Privacy Association v
Attorney General of British Columbia 2017 SCC 6
Section 239 of the Election Act, RSBC 1996, c 106 (‘the Act’)
requires third party sponsors of election advertising during a
campaign period to register with the Chief Electoral Officer.
In 2009 and 2013, the British Columbia (BC) Freedom of
Information and Privacy Association sponsored election
advertising and were therefore subject to the registration
requirement under s 239 of the Act99. The BC Freedom
of Information and Privacy Association challenged s 239
on grounds that that it breached the right to freedom of
expression under s 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms (‘the Charter’). Specifically, it was argued
that requiring individuals or organisations who wish to
‘sponsor election advertising’ to register is not a reasonable
and demonstrably justified limit on expression by persons
who convey political messages through small-scale election
activities100. Therefore s 2(b) of the Charter should be read
down to include an exception for third parties spending less
than $500 on election advertising101.
The trial judge found that s 239 of the Act infringed freedom
of expression, but based on Harper v Canada (AttorneyGeneral) 2004 SCC 33, found that the infringement was
justified under s 1 of the Charter. The Court of Appeal
for British Columbia, and the Supreme Court of Canada
dismissed the appeal.
Judgment
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McLachlin CJ and Moldaver, Karakatsanis, Wagner, Gascon,
Côté and Brown JJ held that s 239 does not capture the
expression to which the BC Freedom of Information and
Privacy Association relies102. The Court held that s 239 of the
Act, read in its context, and considering the purpose of the
Act and the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words
used, indicates that a ‘sponsor’ which is required to register,
is an individual or organisation who receives an advertising
service from another individual or organisation, whether in
exchange for payment or without charge103. Consequently,
individuals who do not pay for advertising services and who
do not receive advertising services from others without charge
are not ‘sponsors’ within the meaning of s 239. This means
that those who transmit their own points of view, whether by
posting a handmade sign in a window, or putting a bumper
sticker on a car, or wearing a t-shirt with a message on it,
without registering it, are not captured by the Act104.
The Court held that the registration requirement imposed
on sponsors limits their right of expression under s 2 of
the Charter105. However, the limit on the expression of
sponsors who spend less than $500 is justified under s 1 of
the Charter106. This is because the purpose of the registration
requirement, which is to increase transparency, openness
and public accountability in the electoral process and thus
promote an informed electorate, is pressing and substantial
and the registration requirement is rationally connected to
this object107.
The Court held that the limit was minimally impairing:
by confining the registration requirement to sponsors and
exempting political self-expression by persons who are not
sponsors, s 239 tailors the impingement on expression to what
is required by the object of the Act108. The Court also held that
the registration requirements’ deleterious effects are limited by
the Act109, especially given that it only applies to expression in
the form of sponsorship110. Furthermore any deleterious effects
were held to be outweighed by the benefit of the scheme111.
For example, the benefits of the scheme were to permit the
public to know who is engaged in organised advocacy in
their elections, ensuring that those who sponsor election
advertising must provide the public with an assurance that
they are in compliance with election law112.
Finally, the Attorney General of British Columbia was not
required to lead social science evidence in order to discharge its
burden of justification under s 1 of the Charter. This is because
the scope of the infringement was held to be minimal113.
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